Ensure that your goals are anchored securely and not moved without permission by using one of Kwik Goal’s industry leading lock and cable anchoring systems.

Goal Secure™ Turf Anchor - 10B5301
Designed for securing goals on artificial surfaces. The Turf Anchor is made to comply with the Ville de Montreal specifications.

- Two anchors secure any size soccer goal.
- *Sold in sets of 4 to accommodate a pair of soccer goals
- Available with a green or blue cover

Box Anchor - 10B5303
Designed for natural surfaces, the Box Anchor can be installed without concrete or excavation.

- Two anchors secure any size soccer goal.
- *Sold in sets of 2 to accommodate an individual soccer goal
- Available in green only

Box Anchor T Wrench - 10B5303T
Used to install the 10B5303 Box Anchor

For full product details, visit kwikgoal.ca

For more soccer goal safety information, visit kwikgoalsafety.com